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ABSTRACT
Enabling diverse users to program robots for different applications
is critical for robots to be widely adopted. Most of the new collaborative robot manipulators come with intuitive programming
interfaces that allow novice users to compose robot programs and
tune their parameters. However, parameters like motion speeds or
exerted forces cannot be easily demonstrated and often require manual tuning, resulting in a tedious trial-and-error process. To address
this problem, we formulate tuning of one-dimensional parameters
as an Active Learning problem where the learner iteratively refines
its estimate of the feasible range of parameter values, by selecting
informative queries. By executing the parametrized actions, the
learner gathers the user’s feedback, in the form of directional answers (“higher,” “lower,” or “fine”), and integrates it in the estimate.
We propose an Active Learning approach based on Expected Divergence Maximization for this setting and compare it against two
baselines with synthetic data. We further compare the approaches
on a real-robot dataset obtained from programs written with a
simple Domain-Specific Language for a robot arm and manually
tuned by expert users (N=8) to perform four manipulation tasks. We
evaluate the effectiveness and usability of our interactive tuning approach against manual tuning with a user study where novice users
(N=8) tuned parameters of a human-robot hand-over program.
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INTRODUCTION

Programmability is the key advantage of robots over traditional
manufacturing [44]. However, for robots to be widely adopted
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across industries and beyond structured manufacturing environments, it is critical for them to be programmable by a wide range
of users with as little effort as possible. Growing research on End
User Programming (EUP) for robotics aims to address this problem
with novel user interfaces, programming languages, and techniques
to aid or fully automate robot programming. Many of these approaches have been adopted by industrial robotics companies, such
as Franka Emika or Rethink Robotics, whose robots come with
intuitive programming interfaces.
Prior efforts have led to great solutions for end users to compose programs by combining discrete actions (e.g., [36, 47, 65, 66]),
but tuning the parameters of those actions remains a tedious task.
For example, consider a retail store robot that can be programmed
to stock different items on shelves. Existing tools allow for the
user to physically demonstrate this task or create programs from
a sequence of actions like move arm to target or close gripper via
visual programming interfaces. However, the parameters of these
actions, such as how fast the arm should move or how much force
the gripper should apply, cannot be easily demonstrated and need
to be manually specified by the user. Specifying such parameters
often requires the user to adopt a trial-and-error strategy, executing
each action or the whole program a number of times while varying
parameter values. This iterative and incremental process is needed
for two reasons: first, to understand the impact of the parameter
on the action execution, since a change of 0.01 meters per second
or 1 Newton might not be instinctively meaningful, and second,
to actually find an acceptable parameter value that satisfies the
task’s requirements. Moreover, finding a single parameter value
that works is often not sufficient. Rather, users may want to identify
a range of acceptable parameters to maintain flexibility in the program, in order to e.g., let the robot autonomously select an optimal
value within the range based on the current external conditions.
Our work aims to address this challenge of tedious manual parameter tuning for robot programs. To this end, we propose an
interactive tuning approach whereby the robot iteratively proposes
parameter values and gathers the user’s feedback to find a range
of feasible values for one dimensional continuous parameters. We
formulate this as an Active Learning (AL) [61] problem in which
the learner iteratively refines its estimate of the feasible range as
quickly and economically as possible by selecting informative query
values, executing the parametrized actions with those values, and
integrating the user feedback, in the form of directional answers
(“higher”, “lower”, or “fine”), in its estimate. We adopt a Bayesian
approach for this setting combined with Expected Divergence Maximization (an expected error reduction technique [58]) and compare
it against two baseline algorithms both on synthetic and real-robot

datasets. The real-robot dataset is obtained from expert programmers (N=8) using a simple Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for a
robot arm (Franka Emika’s Panda), manually tuning the program’s
parameters to perform four manipulation tasks. Finally, we evaluate
the effectiveness and usability of our interactive tuning approach
against manual tuning through a user study where novice users
(N=8) tuned a hand-over program specified in our DSL.

2

RELATED WORK

Our work shares the goal of EUP for robots, which is to enable
people with little or no programming background to be able to
program robots with as little effort as possible. Work in this area
has produced tools that allow novice users to combine robot primitives or actions to create complex programs, with input modalities
ranging from visual programming [8, 31, 35, 36, 45, 46, 64, 65],
kinesthetic teaching [1, 2, 60, 66], and natural language commands
[13, 26, 33]. The robot actions available to compose programs are
often parametrized, with number and complexity of the parameters
depending on the level of abstraction adopted in the action design.
While for certain parameters intuitive ways of specifying them have
been proposed (e.g., specifying the goal pose of a robot motion with
kinesthetic teaching), other parameters have to be either manually
tuned via Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) or simply set to default
values. Our work addresses the problem of efficiently tuning parameters that are hard to demonstrate and therefore require the user to
manually specify and refine them through trial-and-error. Along
the same line, recent work in robot EUP aims to partially automate
robot programming through program verification [37, 51, 56] and
synthesis [39, 40, 50] to reduce the burden on the programmer.
One way that low-level motor skills can be programmed on a robot is through Learning from Demonstration (LfD) [5]. In contrast to
high-level end-user programs, skills created through LfD are often
not intended to be comprehended, modified or re-parametrized by
end-users. Instead, LfD techniques require multiple demonstrations
of the skill to learn a flexible model that works in different environments, either by modelling uncertainty over the demonstrated
trajectories (e.g., [20, 21]) or by finding invariants in the demonstrations (e.g., [27, 48]). Similarly, our tuning framework addresses
the problem of finding feasible ranges of parameters to allow for
flexible programs, rather than simply finding a single parameter
value that works. However, unlike LfD, our approach does not require the user to give multiple demonstrations but to provide sparse
feedback on informative action executions.
The method developed in this work is an example of Active Learning (AL)–a machine learning paradigm in which the learner actively
chooses its training data [4, 23, 61]. While passive supervised learning uses previously labeled data, active learners obtain labels from
the user only for selected unlabeled samples. By selecting informative queries, active learners can reach desired performance levels
more efficiently. This is particularly important for problems where
collecting labels is costly, as in robotics and HRI where AL has
seen growing interest. AL techniques have been used to economically learn robot policies [21, 22, 55, 62] and task representations
[25, 34, 41, 53], to guide efficient information gathering [17], and
to learn reward functions by querying the user with different type

of queries [9, 10, 24, 59]. Another line of research has instead concentrated on the interactive nature of AL, with work investigating
the design of active robot learners [18, 19], the ability of users to
answer the robot’s questions [32, 57] and the development of AL
strategies that take into account the user in their query selection
[11, 38, 54]. New types of queries, different from asking for a positive or negative label, have been adopted or developed through this
line of research, including demonstration queries [16, 19], feature
queries [10, 16, 19], and comparison queries [12, 59]. The approach
we contribute makes use of a new type of query where the user,
after evaluating a parametrized action execution, can either affirm the queried parameter value (“fine”) or give feedback about
the direction towards which the value should change (“higher” or
“lower”).

3

ACTIVE PARAMETER TUNING

In robot programming, parameter tuning is the process of searching
for a value or a range of values of an action’s parameter to make the
action work as desired. For example, consider a robot arm picking
an object from a retail store shelf. The amount of force exerted by
the gripper, chosen to not harm packaging or crush its contents
while still allowing its safe transport, depends on the specific item. It
is unrealistic to expect programmers to tune such force value of the
grasping action correctly without executing the action itself. Instead,
programmers start out with a guess, test it, and possibly change
value based on their observation. For example, if they observe that
the robot’s grasp crushes the packaging they can reduce the exerted
force, whereas if it is too weak to lift the object they can increase it.
In this work, we assume that a parameter has a closed range
of feasible values that allow the action to be successful or to meet
the user’s preferences in a specific context. Let R = [L, U ], with
L, U ∈ R, be the full range of possible values that a parameter v can
assume. We define F = [l, u] ⊆ R to be the range of feasible values. In
some cases, finding a single feasible value that is within the feasible
range (i.e. a value that makes the action succeed) might be sufficient.
We are instead interested in identifying the full range of feasible
parameter values i.e. estimating its lower and upper bounds, l and
u. This allows programmers to create flexible programs that can
autonomously adapt based on the specific situation. For example, a
robot arm could select the speed of its motions inside the provided
range based on the presence of people in its surroundings. The
feasible range could also act as a pool of safe values for explorative
techniques like Reinforcement Learning. Multiple versions of the
same action can also be generated by sampling the feasible range,
to increase the natural behaviour of social robots [30].

3.1

Bayesian estimation of parameter ranges

Given the incremental nature of parameter tuning process, we
adopt a Bayesian approach. We model the prior probability of a
parameter’s value v to be correct independently of any particular
task or user’s preferences, as p(v = x ) ∼ f v (x ), where f v (x ) is a
distribution suiting the nature of the parameter. This distribution
can reflect available data on how the parameter is tuned in different
contexts or incorporate prior knowledge such as safety indications
(e.g., the robot should rarely go faster than a certain speed or exert
more than a certain amount of force). In absence of any useful
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Figure 1: Comparison between f v (x ), extracted from expert
tuning for the Translation Speed parameter of the Linear Motion action, and three f min (x ), with different value of n.
information, an uninformative prior (where all possible outcomes
have the same probability) can be used.
To estimate the bounds of the feasible range, we need p(l = x )
and p(u = x ), i.e. the probability of the lower bound and of the
upper bound respectively to have value x. Using f v (x ), we model
these probabilities with the distribution of the sample minimum
f min (x ) and of the sample maximum f max (x ) [49, 67] as
p(l = x ) ∼ f min (x ) = n(1 − F v (x )) n−1 f v (x ),

p(u = x ) ∼ f max (x ) = nF v (x ) n−1 f v (x ),

(1)

where F v (x ) is the cumulative distribution function of f v (x ). Parameter n is the number of random variables sampled from f v (x )
to estimate the sample minimum (or maximum). Figure 1 shows
examples of f min (x ) with respect to a f v (x ), with increasing values
of n: as n increases, the probability mass moves towards L. For our
estimation problem, n expresses how strongly we assume f v (x ) to
inform us about the distribution of l and u.
The computation of f min (x ) and f max (x ) may not be available
in closed form for a generic f v (x ). In this work, we approximate
f v (x ) and related distributions by discretization with their k-binned
density histogram, making the problem tractable for any prior shape
at the expense of extra computational load. Furthermore, we also
discretize the parameter range R in k values, forming what will be
the query pool Q for the AL method.
With f min (x ) and f max (x ) acting as prior distributions for l and
u, we can adopt the active approach summarized in Algorithm 1.
With query budget B being the available number of questions, the
learning agent evaluates each value v ∈ Q and selects the value to
be queried q ∗ . Section 3.2.3 presents the selection process. Once q ∗
receives an answer a from the user, the learner computes the posteriors of both f min (x ) and f max (x ) (as presented in Section 3.2.2).
Once the query budget is spent, the bounds lˆ and û are computed
as the mode of f min (x ) and f max (x ) respectively.

3.2

Active learning approach

In this section we present our design of queries and answers for the
parameter range tuning problem and explain how information from
a query and answer pair is integrated in the model. We then present
our query selection strategy, along with two baseline strategies.
3.2.1 Queries and answers. We define a query as the execution of
a particular action, parametrized with a parameter’s value set to q ∗ .

Input: Query pool Q, f min (x ) and f max (x ), Query budget B
ˆ û]
Output: Estimated feasible range Fˆ = [l,
1: while B > 0 do
2:
for all values v ∈ Q do
[see Section 3.2.3]
3:
Sv ← compute query score
4:
end for
[see Equation 6]
5:
q ∗ ← select query based on Sv
6:
a ← make selected query q ∗ and wait for answer
7:
update f min (x ), f max (x ) given q ∗ and a [see Equation 3]
8:
B ←B−1
9: end while
10: Fˆ ← [argmaxx f min (x ), argmaxx f max (x )]

Based on the action execution, the user evaluates the queried value
q ∗ and gives an answer a. Given that, for the addressed parameters,
the range of possible values R is a subset of R, our method expects
three possible directional answers:
• The parameter value q ∗ is fine,
• The parameter value q ∗ must be lower,
• The parameter value q ∗ must be higher.

These directional answers require the user to evaluate the parameter, either by accepting it or by indicating if such value should be
increased or decreased, avoiding the use of any numerical value by
the user.
3.2.2 Model update. Once the answer a to query q ∗ is available, its
information is integrated in the current model. We do so by computing the posterior distributions f min (x |q ∗ , a) and f max (x |q ∗ , a).
Thanks to the discretized representation adopted, we can design
filter functions as in [53] that modify the current priors by integrating the information coming from the question-answer pair. Suiting
± (x ) as filters,
our directional queries, we use logistic functions λϕ,x
0
defined as
±
λϕ,x
(x ) =
0

1
1 + e ±ϕ (x 0 −x )

(2)

,

± (x ) = 0.5)
with x 0 being the midpoint of the function (where λϕ,x
0

+ (x ) goes
and ϕ dictating the steepness of the curve at x 0 . The λϕ,x
0

− (x ). Parameter ϕ can
from 0 to 1 as x grows; vice versa for λϕ,x
0
model the uncertainty of answers in the case of non-oracles, i.e.
noisy users: for small values of ϕ, the filter function produces a less
sharp update, retaining some probability mass for values close to q ∗
that were excluded by a possibly noisy answer. Unlike the method
presented in [10], our approach does not however handle I don’t
know answers and requires the user to at least give a noisy answer
to each query.
While there are three possible answers, a fine answer is equivalent to lower when updating f min (x ): if q ∗ is an acceptable value,
then the lowerbound l must be lower. Similarly, a fine answer is
equivalent to higher when updating f max (x ). Aside from this difference, query-answer pairs update f min (x ) and f max (x ) through

the queried value v and current model p(a|v, f · (x )) as
X
p(lower|v, f · (x )) =
f · (x ),

Likelihood

q∗
−
λ ϕ,q
∗ (x )
f min (x )
f min (x |q ∗, a)
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Computing Sv· has complexity O (k 2 ), where k = |Q|. With the
scores computed, the learner selects the query q ∗ as
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Figure 2: The posterior distribution f min (x |q ∗ , a) is obtained
with Equation 3 by updating the prior f min (x ) through
− (x ), after query q ∗ and answer a = lower.
λϕ,x
0

the filter function as
if a is higher (or fine if f max (x ))
if a is lower (or fine if f min (x ))
(3)
with f · (x ) being either f min (x ) or f max (x ). After computation, the
posterior is normalized and becomes the prior for successive queries.
Figure 2 shows how posterior f min (x |q ∗ , a) is computed by updat− (x )
ing the f min (x ) prior after an answer a = lower: the filter λϕ,x
0
∗
penalizes values greater then q , moving the probability mass according to the answer.
+

λϕ,q ∗ (x ) f · (x )
f · (x |q ∗ , a) = 
λ− ∗ (x ) f · (x )
 ϕ,q

3.2.3 Query selection. To estimate the feasible parameter range
Fˆ, our learning approach iteratively selects parameter values from
the query pool Q and integrates the related answers in the model.
However, making queries in our scenario is costly: the robot needs
to execute the action for each parameter value q ∗ to be queried,
consuming valuable resources like the user’s time and patience.
Instance-based AL addresses this problem [29, 61]: the best query is
chosen by estimating the queries’ informativeness given the current
model, consequently speeding up the learning.
For this work, we use an Expected Divergence Maximization strategy (ExpDiv): query informativeness is operationalized by measuring the distance between the prior model and the posterior resulting
from a given query-answer pair. This AL strategy belongs to the
broad family of expected error reduction techniques [58, 61].
In detail, for each parameter value v ∈ Q, we compute, for both
distributions f min (x ) and f max (x ), the expected divergence between
the prior distribution and the posterior distribution if v is queried:
the more different the two distributions, the higher the divergence
and, consequently, the information carried by the query. For each
value v ∈ Q, two scores, Svmin and Svmax , are computed as
post query pre query

Sv· = E[JS( f · (x |v, a), f · (x ) )]
a
X
=
p(a|v, f · (x ))JS( f · (x |v, a), f · (x ))

(5)

(4)

a

where JS denotes the Jensen-Shannon Divergence [43]. The divergence is expected because, at the time of the query selection, the
answer a is not yet known: therefore the score is averaged over all
possible answers. We estimate the probability of answer a given

(6)

i.e. the value q ∗ that is expected to bring the most information
to either posterior distribution. While other scores can be used
(e.g., product of Svmin and Svmax or directly reasoning on the range
distribution [49]), Equation 6 represent a simple yet effective option.
To evaluate the ExpDiv strategy, we adopt two strategies as
baselines: a random strategy (Random) and a split strategy (Split).
The former randomly selects its queries (complexity O (1)). The latter instead finds the value q ∗ that splits the prior distribution in two
halves with similar probability mass (complexity O (k )). Strategy
Split alternates between f min (x ) and f max (x ) and selects the value
q ∗ as
P
P
q ∗ = argmin x |L ≤x ≤v f · (x ) − x |v ≤x ≤U f · (x ) ,
(7)
v

where f · (x ) is either f min (x ) or f max (x ). Strategy Split essentially
acts as a weighted version of a binary search or, in AL terms, as an
uncertainty sampling technique [42], since it queries the value v
for which the answer is most uncertain, without considering the
effects of the answer on the current model.
3.2.4 Cautious query selection. The three presented strategies do
not directly take into account the likelihood of the queried value
f v (q ∗ ) in their selection process. When an informative prior is available (as in Experiment 2 of Section 4.2), a low likelihood f v (v) of
parameter value v can be interpreted as v being unsafe (e.g., high
grasping forces) or useless (e.g., very slow translation speeds). For
obvious reasons, informative but unsafe queries should be avoided.
Querying useless values should also be avoided, as previous research has shown how they can hinder the interaction and the
usability of AL approaches [18, 54]. In line with recent work on
risk-aware [15] and teacher-aware AL [11, 38, 54], we propose a
cautious version of each presented strategy. Given a parameter τ ,
these cautious strategies constrain their choice to parameter values
v ∈ Q that belong to the τ % most likely values of f v (x ), therefore
avoiding unlikely values. For example, with f v (x ) being a Normal
distribution N (µ, σ ) and τ parameter being 95.4%, the cautious
strategies would only query values that are within 2σ from µ.

4

EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the proposed approach in three experiments. First, we
compare the presented selection strategies based on a synthetic
dataset of prior distributions f v (x ). Second, we present a DSL for a
compliant robot manipulator, consisting of 5 parametrized actions,
and obtain priors from expert users (N=8). We evaluate our approach in this domain with an expert oracle. We finally investigate
the usability of an active tuning interface against a passive interface
in a study where novice users (N=8) tuned the feasible parameter
ranges for a program specified in the proposed DSL.
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Figure 3: Mean Jaccard index J (Fˆ, F ) for proposed strategies and their cautious versions, averaged on (a) the synthetic dataset
of 200 learning problems of Experiment 1 and on (b) the 44 learning problems of Experiment 2, with priors and ground truth
ranges extracted from expert users’ programs.

4.1

Experiment 1: Comparison with synthetic
priors

To evaluate the proposed ExpDiv query selection strategy against
the baselines and the cautious version of each strategy, we simulated
the learning of feasible ranges F for a parameter v ∈ [0, 1]. We
generated a dataset of 200 parameter value distributions f v (x ),
each with its own feasible range F acting as ground truth. Each
distribution f v (x ) consisted of a mixture of 4 Beta distributions
B(α, β ). Each distribution’s parameters α and β were sampled from
a uniform distribution U (1, 20). Mixture weights were sampled
from an uninformative Dirichlet distribution. Each f v (x ) was then
discretized, with k = 100 bins. The prior synthesis was designed
to obtain multimodal priors and create a challenging benchmark.
For each f v (x ), we generated a true feasible range F = [l, u] by
sampling two values and assigning the lowest to l and the other
to u. We refer to each pair of prior f v (x ) and ground truth F as a
learning problem.
We compared 6 learning strategies: ExpDiv, Split and Random presented in Section 3.2.3 and their cautious counterparts,
c-ExpDiv, c-Split and c-Random. Each strategy had a budget B
of 8 queries, with Equation 1’s n set to 2, producing f min (x ) and
f max (x ) distributions that do not heavily rely on f v (x ). The answers
were given by an oracle knowing the ground truth F . Parameters ϕ
and τ were experimentally set to 200 and 85% respectively.

slightly higher mean J (Fˆ, F ) than Split, with statistically significant differences only after the second and third queries (Wilcoxon
signed-rank, p<.05∗ ). After more than four queries asked, strategy
Split’s performance becomes comparable to ExpDiv’s one.
ExpDiv’s higher performance comes however at a computational cost: ExpDiv and c-ExpDiv need on average 0.9 s to select
a query, while the other strategies need less than a millisecond.
While considerable in simulation, this difference in selection time is
however negligible for our application, where lengthy robot actions
are executed between query selections.
We can further observe how strategies c-ExpDiv and c-Split
yield similar results to their incautious counterpart for the first 4
queries. After that, these strategies however converge to a lower
mean index compared to strategies ExpDiv and Split. This is understandable, considering how their choice was constrained. To
put their carefulness in context, 57% of Random’s queries, 17% of
ExpDiv’s and 12% of Split’s belonged to the unlikely pool avoided
by the cautious strategies.
Summarizing, results in simulation show how both strategies ExpDiv and Split can learn feasible parameter ranges in few queries
and how their cautious versions differ from them for higher number
of queries, sacrificing accuracy of the end results for safer queries.

4.2

Experiment 2: Comparison with real priors

(8)

In this section, we first present a simple DSL for programming a
compliant robot arm. We then show how programs authored by
expert users can be used to obtain priors f v (x ) for each action’s
parameter and repeat the method comparison of Section 4.1 with
such priors.

measuring the overlap between the estimated range Fˆ and the
ground truth F . Figure 3a shows the mean index for each strategy
over the synthetic dataset. We run Friedman tests between the
strategies’ Jaccard indexes for each query number, paired by learning problem, finding significant differences already after 2 queries
made (p<.01∗∗ ). We therefore run pair-wise comparisons (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test) on these indexes. While both strategies ExpDiv
and Split perform better than Random (Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests, all with p<.01∗∗ except after only one query), ExpDiv has a

Proposed robot language. We designed a DSL for a compliant robot
arm [52], with the 5 parametrized actions summarized in Table 1.
Our robot arm of choice was a Franka Emika Panda (Figure 4a). Our
DSL design closely follows the one of Desk, Franka Emika’s proprietary EUP environment [28], abstracting the robot capabilities
while ensuring a robust implementation and their intuitiveness for
novice users. As in the Desk environment, programs are sequences
of actions, with no branching nor looping. The programmer can
add actions to the current program via a GUI. Action parameters
can be instantiated by either kinesthetically moving the robot arm

Results. To evaluate the strategies, we compute the Jaccard index
after each question and related update as
| Fˆ ∩ F |
J (Fˆ, F ) =
,
| Fˆ ∪ F |

Table 1: Proposed robot actions and relative parameters, with parameters used in Experiments 2 and 3 highlighted.
Action

Description

Parameters and their range of values
moves∗

Linear Motion

The robot’s end-effector (EE)
from the current pose to
a goal pose with certain translation speed.

goal pose: SE(3)
translation speed: [0.01, 0.35] m/s

Push Motion

The robot’s EE moves∗ towards a goal pose with certain
translation speed until it senses a contact force higher than
a force threshold.

goal pose: SE(3)
translation speed: [0.01, 0.25] m/s
force threshold: [5.0, 20.0] N

Apply Force with Fingers

The robot’s parallel gripper closes its fingers until a certain
grasping force is exerted.

grasping force: [20.0, 100.0] N

Move Fingers

The robot’s parallel gripper moves its fingers to a desired
finger distance.

finger distance: [0.0, 0.08] m

User Synchronization

The robot’s waits until the user exerts a force on it greater
than a force threshold (e.g., by pushing or pulling it).

force threshold: [5.0, 30.0] N

∗ Linear interpolation with specified translation speed. The goal pose is defined in a frame at the robot’s base.

(goal pose of motion actions) or via sliders on the GUI (all other
parameters).
Expert programs. To evaluate the proposed framework in a real
robotic scenario, we need value distributions f v (x ) for the actions’
parameters in our DSL. We designed four table-top tasks described
in Table 2 and created programs expressed in the proposed DSL
that perform them. We then randomized the parameter values of
these programs and asked experts (graduate students in robotics,
N=8) to tune them.
The experts tuned the programs with the GUI shown in Figure 4b.
The GUI allowed the experts to select parameter values via sliders,
execute robot actions, and revert them (i.e. bring the robot to the
action’s preconditions) in case further tuning was deemed necessary. To ensure variability in the collected data, the experts were
instructed to adopt 2 different programming styles: a safe style, i.e.
prioritizing safety of the robot and of possible humans close by,
and an efficient style, i.e. minimizing task completion time.
We collected a total of 64 expert authored programs (8 experts
× 4 programs × 2 styles). For each action’s parameter, we used
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [63] on the values selected by the
experts to learn two f v (x ) priors, one for each programming style.
As the goal of this experiment was to obtain the f v (x ) priors, the
experts did not specify a feasible range of values for the actions’
parameters. We however computed expert ground truth ranges (for
each parameter and action in each of the 4 programs) from the final
single values selected by the experts in each style, considering the
lower quartile and the upper quartile respectively as the lowerbound
l and upperbound u. We then repeated the strategy comparison of
Experiment 1 (same parameters for all strategies) on 44 learning
problems made of expert ground truth ranges and the matching
prior f v (x ) (two learning problems for each parameter from the
tasks of Table 2, one for each programming style).
Results. Figure 3b shows the mean J (Fˆ, F ) for each strategy. Significant differences between strategies are observed after 3 queries
(Friedman test, p<.01∗∗ ). We see how ExpDiv and Split outperforms Random already after 3 queries (Wilcoxon signed-rank,

p<.01∗∗ ). ExpDiv and Split have, as in Experiment 1, a similar performances, with a significant difference only after the third and
forth query (p<.05∗ ). The cautious strategies behave essentially
as in Experiment 1, with strategies c-ExpDiv and c-Split having
comparable results for low numbers of queries and later converging
to a lower index, compared to their incautious counterparts.
Overall, the results show how directional queries and active
selection strategies can obtain good range estimates with a low
number of queries starting from priors learned from real programs,
outperforming random selection. While the differences in performance between ExpDiv and Split are small in our scenario, we
expect ExpDiv to better handle harder estimation problems (thanks
to its expected information gain analysis). Like other expected error
reduction techniques [61], ExpDiv is however more computationally expensive compared to simpler techniques like Split, making
the choice between the two dependent on task-specific constraints.
Table 2: Benchmark tasks for Experiments 2 and 3.
Task

Program Description

Hand-over
6 actions,
7 parameters

The robot picks a soft toy, moves close to
the user and waits for her to push/pull it.
It then releases the toy and retreats.

Push against wall
3 actions,
4 parameters

The robot approaches a heavy box, pushes
it against a wall, then retreats.

Push without
tipping
3 actions,
4 parameters

The robot approaches a tall box, pushes
it against a wall without tipping it, then
retreats.

Transport
without spilling
7 actions,
7 parameters

The robot moves close to user; waits for
a spoon to be handed by pushing on the
gripper. It then grasps the spoon which
has a marble on it, transports the marble
without dropping it on the table (2 motions), drops it into a bowl and retreats.

Query response buttons

Feasible range slider

Current value slider

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Setup for Experiment 2 and 3 with a Panda robot mounted on a desk, with the user tuning robot programs through
2 GUIs: (b) a passive GUI that allows selection of parameter values to be tested on the robot and specification of the feasible
range for each action’s parameter, used in Experiment 2 and 3, and (c) a GUI that integrates the AL strategy c-ExpDiv, used in
Experiment 3 for the active condition. Example of tuning procedure available at vimeo.com/mattiaracca/hri20.

4.3

Experiment 3: Evaluation with novices

To explore the usability of the proposed interactive tuning approach,
we conducted a study with 8 novice users with no experience in
robotics.
Experimental setup. The participants’ task was to specify the feasible parameter ranges for a robot program in the proposed DSL
for the hand-over task described in Table 2. Given the proximity of
the participants to the robot arm and the interactive nature of the
task, the robot’s actions were implemented with impedance control.
Furthermore, the range of values for each parameter reported in
Table 1 was selected with the safety of the participants in mind.
During the study, the participants directly controlled the robot
through a GUI, with the experimenter only controlling the robot’s
emergency stop. This study was approved by Aalto University’s
Research Ethics Committee.
Conditions and protocol. Each participant specified the feasible parameter ranges for the hand-over program of Table 2 by using two
different programming interfaces: a passive interface, shown in Figure 4b, and an active interface, embedding the proposed c-ExpDiv
strategy (same parameters specified in Section 4.1 and priors learned
on the safe version of the experts’ programs) as shown in Figure 4c.
The budget B was set to 3 queries as a tradeoff between performance
and experiment duration. Each experiment lasted on average 40
minutes. The order of interfaces was counterbalanced.
Participants were instructed to find a range of feasible values
according to their preferences for each parameter of the 6 actions
composing the hand-over program. With the passive interface, the
participants operated the robot as the experts did in Experiment 2,
specifying the parameter values and the feasible ranges via sliders,
with the possibility to freely execute and revert actions as many
times as they wanted.
In the active condition, the GUI shown in Figure 4c guided the
user through the tuning process, following a protocol based on
Algorithm 1. The GUI goes through the program action by action
and makes B = 3 queries about each parameter. First, c-ExpDiv
selects a parameter value to be queried, announcing it to the user
through the GUI (e.g., “I will now execute this Linear Motion with
speed 0.1 m/s”). Second, the robot executes the action and the user’s
evaluation of the execution is requested via the GUI. Finally, either

the robot’s action is reverted to make further queries (if query budget is still available) or the tuning moves to the next action in the
program. To aid the user’s evaluation, the wording of the possible answers to the query was altered according to the addressed
parameter, as shown in Figure 4c for the speed parameter.
Participants. Eight participants (age M=26, SD=3, 75% female) were
recruited in a university campus. Participants had no hands-on experience with robotic arms or formal robotics education, with only
two participants having an engineering background. Participants
were rewarded with a movie ticket as compensation.
Logged data. We logged the wall-clock time the participants spent
tuning the feasible ranges for each condition, along with the number
of action executions needed with the passive interface. In the case
of the active interface, the number of action executions was defined
by the query budget B (21 total executions from 3 queries for each
of the 7 parameters in the tuned program). After working on each
interface, participants filled the SUS questionnaire [14]. At the
end of the experiment, we gathered the participants’ preferences
regarding the interfaces along with free form feedback.
Results. We compare the participants’ performance with active
and passive parameter tuning in terms of efficiency and quality of
tuning, as well as subjective usability. In particular, we measured
the quality of the novices’ parameter ranges by computing their
Jaccard index against the expert ones from Experiment 2. The mean
J (Fˆ, F ) achieved for the active condition after three queries was
0.52 (SD=0.28), against the 0.38 (SD=0.24) achieved in the passive
condition after three executions (Wilcoxon signed-rank, T =463,
p<.01∗∗ ). While in the active condition the number of execution
was capped to 21 by the query budget, with the passive condition the
participants used an average of 27.5 (SD=9.5) total action executions.
The mean J (Fˆ, F ) achieved with the passive interface at the end
of the tuning remained however at 0.38.
Although these results do not translate to failures of the tuned
program, we see how the novices specified parameter ranges substantially different from the expert ones of Experiment 2. The active
interface however mitigated this tendency by constraining the user
input through the querying mechanism.
Participants spent about 13 minutes tuning parameters in the
passive condition and around 8 minutes in the active condition

(Wilcoxon signed-rank, T =2, p<.05∗ ). Therefore, in the active condition participants obtained parameter ranges closer to the experts’
ones in less time. Regarding usability, we observed a mean SUS
score of 73.7 for the passive interface and of 73.1 for the active,
suggesting good usability [7] for both interfaces.
In terms of subjective preference, three participants out of eight
preferred the active interface. We summarize the participants’ feedback about the interfaces in two categories: aid offered to the user
and control over the tuning process. The active interface was generally described as easy to use, for its ability of guiding the tuning
process and selecting the parameter values to try out (“the active
interface does the work for me”). This aspect mattered especially at
the beginning of the interaction, when the participants had less
experience with the robot, the parameters, and the task at hand
(“the active interface is easier especially if you don’t have any ideas
about the values and parameters, but you have less control” and “I
felt guided through the process”). In comparison, the participants
did not specifically comment on easiness of use or the helpfulness
of the passive interface. Because of the safeness of the setup, the
participants quickly realized they could try out parameter values
with the passive interface without risk of damaging the robot or
the environment. We believe this facilitated their exploration for
good parameter values, making the guidance offered by the active
interface less relevant.
The participants that preferred the passive interface backed their
opinion mainly commenting on the freedom left to them compared
to the active condition. Participants explained how the passive
interface allowed them to achieve a more customized result (“I had
more freedom in choosing the parameter values”) and to complete the
task faster (“I can choose parameters as I want, and I am much faster
[than with the active interface]”), even though they were actually
slower. Participants might have felt that they were more efficient
with the passive interface because they tended to reduce the number
of executions per action over time, as they acquired experience with
the different parameters. The number of executions went from a
median of 10.5 executions for the first action to 3 executions for
the last action of a program. Such adjustment over time was not
present with the active interface, where the number of queries per
parameter remained constant and there was no knowledge transfer
from earlier actions to later ones.
Overall, although our active interface steered the novices’ tuning and let them produce ranges closer to the expert ones with
fewer action executions, the rigid control imposed represented
its main weakness in this study. People’s preference for being in
control is in line with what observed for other embodied active
learners [3, 18, 53]. This issue can be addressed by adopting a mixedinitiative strategy or having queries only on-demand. Alternatively,
the proposed active approach could suggest parameter values to
try out in more discrete ways like e.g., by highlighting parts of the
GUI’s sliders, while leaving full control to the user as in the passive
interface.

5

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown with the experiments our framework’s potential
for aiding novice programmers. Next, we discuss its limitations and
possible ways of addressing them.

In our framework, both interfaces require the robot’s ability to
execute and revert actions to let the user to evaluate parameters.
Although the active approach aims to reduce its action executions,
operating a physical robot is still extremely time consuming. To
speed up the tuning process, queries could be made via visualization and simulation tools, where robot and environment can be
instantaneously reset, resorting to their execution on the physical
robot only if needed (e.g., for actions that require user interaction,
like the synchronization action of Table 1) or requested by the user.
While the passive interface lets the user decide which parameters
to tune and whether to tune multiple of them at the same time, our
active approach tunes parameters separately, one after the other,
assuming their independence during the query selection process.
While potentially reducing the number of queries, adapting our
active approach to the simultaneous tuning of multiple parameters
would require the modelling of the relationship between action’s
parameters in the priors, possibly requiring more data than in the
single parameter case. Furthermore, the query selection process
would become a multivariate optimization problem. The tuning of
multiple parameters would also impact the interaction design. As
research in LfD has shown how users provide better corrections
when addressing one feature at a time [6], we need to investigate
whether users can identify and evaluate the effects of the different
parameters on the action execution, if several of them are tuned
simultaneously. This could also impact the choice of query type:
would users still be able to answer directional queries on single
parameters or should simpler query types (e.g., label queries as
“was the overall action execution fine?”) be adopted?

6

CONCLUSIONS

We tackled the problem of efficiently tuning parameters of robot
actions, in the context of end-user robot programming. Our Active
Learning approach aids the user in the complex and tedious task
of specifying ranges of feasible values for action parameters by
selecting values to be tested and estimating the ranges from the
user’s feedback. We evaluated the proposed approach, along with
two baselines, both on synthetic and real-robot priors (obtained by
implementing a simple domain-specific language for a robot arm
and collecting expert programs targeting manipulations tasks). The
results show how our active approach, together with the use of
directional queries, allows for the estimation of parameter ranges
in a small number of queries. Finally, we investigated the usability
of our active approach with a user study, where novice users (N=8)
tuned the parameter ranges of a real-robot hand-over program.
Results show how novices were able to obtain feasible parameter
ranges closer to the expert ones in less time with the active interface.
However, participants’ preference for the passive interface (5 out of
8), largely due to a perceived lack of control reported for the active
interface, indicates the need for different ways of incorporating our
strategy into end-user programming interfaces.
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